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[Ring] [Ring]
“Hello? This is Luc speaking.”
“Luc, hi, it’s me. Can I ask you a quick question? You’re studying Corporate Responsibility for
clothing production right?”
“Yes, that’s right.”
“OK, it’s like this: I’m with my boyfriend in the Kalverstraat, and he needs new jeans and I want it
to be ethically produced, you know, no labour abuse, no child labour. At what shop should we buy
it?”
“Ermm…geeze. It’s not that I can give you a list of shops where I can guarantee you ethically
produced clothes. I can give you some hints though of companies that are doing a lot. Company X
for instance, or Company Y.
“Is Company Z also among them? That would really be helpful because we already found a nice
pair in their shop. I don’t like Company Y and I don’t think we will find anything his size at
Company X.”
“No, Company Z is not among them. I wouldn’t say that their approach is state of the art.”
“Well… can you maybe say that there is…well, something positive about their activities anyway?
We don’t have all day for shopping you know…”
[sigh] “If you put it like that…No, Company Z is not the worst of the worst in terms of Corporate
Responsibility policy.”
“Thanks, that’s all we needed to hear. We’ll buy their jeans then. Bye bye.”
[Click]
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